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The 19 relation, on the congruence lattice A of a regular semigroup S, iden- 
tifies congruences whose restrictions tothe set E of idempotents of S are the 
same. It is a now classical result that B is a complete congruence on A. In 
this paper we consider a decomposition of A into a product of A/B and the 
lattices of normal subgroups of the maximal subgroups of S, and use this to 
discuss semimodularity, modularity and distributivity ofA. When S is finite 
or, more generally, when S satisfies min,, the minimal condition on idem- 
potents, or is completely regular, A can always be “co-ordinatized” by such 
a decomposition; we characterize (Theorem 2.7), in terms of a very readily 
testable condition on Green’s relations, those S for which the decomposition 
is subdirect, or, equivalently, for which each map which takes congruences to 
their restrictions on a (fixed) maximal subgroup is a morphism. The 
condition in question, which we call (A), specializes in inverse (in fact in 
pseudo-inverse) semigroups, for example, to (A’): for any e? f in E, f < e, 
such that eSe n Jf is a group, fa = f for all aZe. (Various reformulations 
are given in Section 2). 
Now if A is semimodular then the decomposition is necessarily subdirect 
(Theorem 2.8). From this we obtain the following: A is semimodular if and 
only if A/O is semimodular and S satisfies (A). Similar characterizations are 
obtained for modularity and distributivity. 
For inverse semigroups a very satisfactory result is obtained by means of 
Theorem 3.3: A/B is always semimodulai when S satisfies min, or, more 
generally, when S is hypersemisimple (that is, each morphic image of S is 
completely semisimple). Thus an inverse semigroup satisfying min, has 
semimodular congruence lattice ly and only if S satisJies (A’). For example, 
the congruence lattice of any finite combinatorial inverse semigroup is 
semimodular. Under similar hypotheses, we also characterize modularity and 
distributivity of A/B (Theorem 3.5): these are equivalent, and equivalent to 
(B): for any e, f in E, f < e, such that eSe “Jf is a group, f is comparable 
with any idempotent of S less than e. (This generalizes known charac- 
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terizations [I!, 181 of semilattices whose congruence lattices are modular 
(equivalently, distributive).) Thus d is modular, for example, if and only if 5 
satisfies both (A ‘) and (B) (Corollary 3.7). 
In Section 4, a decomposition of A/B itself, somewhat analogous to that of 
A, is discussed for arbitrary regular semigroups. A “co-0rdinatization” can 
again be obtained. For pseudo-inverse semigroups (regular semigroups S in 
which eSe is inverse for each e E E) we prove analogues of the theorems in 
Section 2 and extensions of those in Section 3. The decomposition of n/B is 
subdirect if and only if S satisfies a condition (C) similar in style to (A ‘) 
(Theorem 5.3) and it follows, for example, that n is semimodular if and only 
if S satisfies both (A ‘) and (C). The problems involved in extending these 
results to regular semigroups in general are discussed in Section 4. 
In the final section we show how results of Spitznagel [23] on “8 
modular” bands of groups can be quickly deduced from the results in 
Section 2. 
It is interesting to observe that Zitomirskii 1241 has obtained superficially 
similar results on the modularity of congruence lattices of inverse 
semigroups. It appears that, in fact, there is little overlap between our results; 
however the possibility of common generalization is suggested. (The author 
thanks Simon Goberstein for this reference). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We collect he definitions and results which will be required in the sequel. 
If S is a semigroup we denote its set of idempotents by E (and denote the set 
of idempotents of any subset A of S by E(A)). It is well known (see [ 12? 
Chapter 13) that the set A(S), (or just A) of congruences on S forms a 
complete lattice under join V and meet n, with least element I and greatest 
element co. If A E S and p E A we denote by pi.4 the restriction f p to A. 
The relation 13 on a regular semigroup S is defined by per if p/E = tlE. 
This relation was introduced by Reilly and Scheiblich, who proved the major 
part of the following important theorem. 
RESUL.T 1.1 120, 2 1, 71. Let S be a regular semigroup. Then 6 is a 
complete lattice congruence on /i. 1 
The following result is well known. In the sequel we will show how, under 
certain finiteness hypotheses, it may be substantially improved. 
RESULT 1.2. Let S be a regular semigroup and p, 7 E /1. Then p E r if 
and only if ep E er for all e E E. I 
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The following proposition is easily proved. The surjectivity of the map in 
question is the essence of Proposition 4.5 of [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let S be an arbitrary semigroup and suppose e E E. 
The map p w p 1 eSe is a complete lattice morphism of A upon A(eSe). 1 
If I is an ideal of a semigroup S we denote by pI the Rees congruence on 
S modulo I. 
RESULT 1.4 [ 15, Propositions 10.1, 10.21. Let S be an arbitrary 
semigroup and I an ideal of S. For any p E A, and x, y E S, (x, y) E p V p, if 
and only if xpa and ypb for some a, b E I. If S is regular then pI “distributes 
over join,” thatis,p,~@Vr)=@,np)V@,r\lr)forallp,rEIl. 1 
The following important property of congruences on regular semigroups is 
known as Lallement’s lemma. (Throughout, V(x) denotes the set of inverses 
of an element x in a regular semigroup.) 
RESULT 1.5. Let S be a regular semigroup and p E rl. If a E S and up is 
an idempotent of S/p then for any x E V(a’), apaxa, an idempotent of S. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let S be a regular semigroup and suppose epx for 
some p E A, e E E and x E S such that J, < J,. Then epf for some f E E, 
Jl< J,. 
We now go on to consider some of the finiteness conditions which appear 
as hypotheses in the sequel. (For elementary definitions and properties of 
semigroups in general, and regular semigroups in particular, see [ 121). 
We call a semigroup S (necessarily regular) hypersemisimple if (S and) all 
of its morphic images are completely semisimple. (A semigroup is completely 
semisimple if each of its principal factors is completely (0-) simple). The 
crucial property of hypersemisimple semigroups we require is 
LEMMA 1.7. Let S be a hypersemisimple semigroup and e, f E E, e > f- 
If epffor some p E A then epg for every g E E, gSf such that g < e. 
Proof. Let g E E, gsf, g < e. Then gp.Pfp = ep and gp < ep in S/p. 
From complete semisimplicity of S/p we obtain gp = ep. 1 
(T. E. Hall has shown (unpublished) that a regular semigroup is hyper- 
semisimple if and only if it has the property described in the lemma, but we 
will not use this fact). 
Following [ 111 a semigroup S is called group-bound if some power of 
each element of S belongs to a subgroup of S. Of course every periodic, and 
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thus every Jnite semigroup is group bound. So is every completely regular 
semigroup (union of groups). Since it is clear that a group-bound semigroup 
cannot contain a copy of the bicyclic semigroup, so that every regular prin- 
cipal factor is completely (O-) simple, a regular group-bound semigroup is 
completely semisimple. Moreover a morphic image of a group bound 
semigroup is again group bound: thus a regular group bound semigroup is 
hypersemisimple. 
A semigroup is said to satisfy min, if its set of idempotents satisfies the 
minimal condition (under the natural partial order defined by e <f if ef= 
fe = e). From [ II] a regular semigroup satisfying min, is group-bound. 
Our primary interest, although we will rarely make explicit mention of it. 
is in finite regular and in completely regular semigroups; we prove our 
results under various combinations of the above hypotheses, however. 
Finally we survey briefly the purely lattice theoretic results needed. For 
elementary definitions and results the reader is referred to [6]. In particular, 
if a and b are elements of a lattice L with a < b, we denote by [a, bj the 
interval (sublattice) (xE L: a <x < b} of L and say that b covers a, b > a, 
if [a, bj = {a, bj. 
A lattice L is called M-symmetric if the modularity relation M, defined by 
aMb if x V (a A b) = (x V a) A b for all x < b, 
is symmetric. (Thus, every modular lattice (in which, by definition, akfb for 
all a and b) is M-symmetric). The lattice L is semimodular if a > a A b 
implies a V b > b for all a, b. Every M-symmetric lattice is semimodular and 
although in general the converse is not true the author has shown [ 161 that 
in any algebraic lattice (and thus in any congruence lattice) with the 
descending chain condition (D.C.C.), the two concepts coincide. One conse- 
quence of our results will be that, under the hypotheses of this paper, the two 
concepts also coincide in the congruence lattices of pseudoinverse 
semigroups. 
Another form of “semimodularity” we will call here the double covering 
property: a > a A b and b > a /? b together imply a V b > a and a V b > b. 
Again, in algebraic lattices with D.C.C. this property coincides with those 
above. In [ 151 the author shows that, even in the congruence lattices of 
inverse semigroups, (not, however, satisfying the hypotheses of this paper), 
double covering and semimodularity need not coincide. Our main interest 
will be in M-symmetry and semimodularity (and in modularity and 
distributivity); we shall therefore make only occasional mention of 
analogues, for double covering, of our results. 
That M-symmetry and semimodularity are preserved by interval 
sublattices, but not by sublattices in general, is well-known. We now prove 
some further preservation properties, of independent interest. 
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PROPOSITION 1.8. M-symmetry and semimodularity are preserved by 
subdirect products. 
ProoJ That M-symmetry is preserved by subdirect products is the 
content of [ 13, Proposition 5.11. Let Li be a family of semimodular lattices 
and suppose L is a subdirect product of the family. Thus, there are 
morphisms #i of L upon Li such that a#i = b#i for all i implies a = b. 
Suppose a, b E L with a > a A b. We may assume a 2 b. Let i E I andput 
x$~ = xi for all x E L. It is easily seen that either ai = a, A bi or ai > a, A bi. 
In the latter case we have ai V bi > bi, by semimodularity of Li. Let z E 
[b,a V b], zf a V b. Then ziE [bi,ai V bi]. If ai=ai A bi then zi= bi; 
otherwise either zi = bi or zi = ai V bi > ai. Now since a > a A b and z > a, 
a A z = a A b, whence if zi > ai we have ai = a, A zi = ai A bi and zi = bi 
once more. Hence zi = bi for all i, that is, z = b. Therefore a V b > b and L is 
semimodular. I 
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let L be a complete semimodular lattice and q4 a 
complete lattice morphism of L upon a lattice M. Then M is semimodular. 




Thus if x, y E M are such that x > x A y and x > y there exist a, b E L, 
a>b, such that a#=.x and b#=xA y. Let c$=y, cEL. Since (cVb)#= 
YV(XAY)=J 7, we may assume c > 6. Now a > c A a > b and c 2 a (since 
y 2x), so c A a = b, that is, a > c A a. By semimodularity of L, a V c> c. 
Now suppose xv y>z>y and let d4 = z, dEL; since 
((d A (a V c)) V c) 4 = z we may assume d E [c, a V c], so that either d = c 
or d = a V c, yielding z = y or z = x V y respectively. Thus x V y > y and M 
is semimodular. 3 
A similar result holds for double covering but we do not know whether it 
is so for M-symmetry. The following application of Corollary 1.8 will be 
used in Section 2 to circumvent this problem. 
COROLLARY 1.10. If the lattice L is isomorphic with a subdirect product 
of two lattices L, and L,, where L2 is modular, then L is M-symmetric if and 
only ifL, is. 
Prooj Sufficiency is clear. Now let L, be M-symmetric and suppose 
aMb in L. Denote by #i and & the projections of L upon L, and L, 
respectively. As in the proof of Proposition 5.1 of [ 131, a#, M b$, , whence 
by M-symmetry bq5, M aC1. But by modularity of L,, bQ, M a#z. So (as in 
the proof of the same proposition) bMa. Thus L is M-symmetric. 1 
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2. DECOMPOSITIONS OF n 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a regular semigroup and p, t E A. Then p C_ r &f 
and only if pt? < 50 and whenever (a, e) E 5? np, a, e E S, e E E, (a, e) E 
9 n t. 
Proof. Necessity is clear. Conversely, suppose ape, a, e E S, e E E. Then 
by Result 1.5 apg = axa E E, where x E V(a”); since epg we have erg:. 
Further, gpga and g9ga since if a’ E V(a), aa’g = g; thus grga. But 
a’apa’ga, with both a’a and a’ga in E, so that a’ara’ga and arga. Hence 
esa. The proof is completed by an application of Result 1.2. 1 
A lemma in a similar vein will be proved in Section 4. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let S be a regular group-bound semigroup and 
p,tEA. Thenp=rifandonlyifp&andpjH,=t~H,foralle~E. 
Proof: Let (a, e) E p f7 3, a E S, e E E. For some n > 1 we have a”Rf 
for somef E E and since a2”panpape, it follows that fpe, so fre also. But a = 
earazn-‘a = a2”tf (since (a*“,f) up j Hr) and thus ate. The result now 
follows from the lemma. I 
When S is group-bound there is, therefore, a one-one map 
of A into the direct product of A/t9 and (A(H,): e E E). Since, by Result 1. I, 
the component map p w pB is a (complete) surjective morphism, and, as we 
later observe, each p E-+ p 1 H, is also surjective in the most interesting cases, 
4 will be a morphism or, equivalently, represent A as a subdirect product, if 
and only if each p + p j H, is a morphism. 
In completely semisimple semigroups one characterization fthis property 
is as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let S be a completely semisimple semigroup and 
e E E. The map p F-+ p) H, is a morphism if and only f H, E ep.for all p E A 
such that epffor some f < e. 
Proof: Suppose p w p/H, is a morphism, epf, f < e and axe. Let i 
denote the ideal {x E S: J, < Je} of S. By complete semisimplicity f and& 
belong to 1, and since epf, apfa. Thus (e, a) E @ V pl) / H, = p j H, V pr j H, = 
p /H,, whence ape. Therefore H, E ep. 
Conversely, suppose p, r E /i. Clearly @ 17 r) j H, = p /H, n ~1 H, and 
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@ V r)lHe I>PIH, V rlH,- To show the remaining inclusion let (a, e) E 
@ V r) 1 H,. Suppose (a, e) cf p U r. In that case there is a sequence 
where each xi E eSe, without loss of generality, and each (xi-r, xi) E p U t. 
Suppose some first xi 6Z H,, so xipl E H, and xi-ipxi, say. Let xi-i E 
V(xi-JnH,; then e = xi- ix;- ,pxixJ-, , with J,.,! < J,. Applying 
Corollary 1.7, epf for some f < e so that, by hypothesk-&e, contradicting 
our assumption. Therefore, each xi E H,, that is, (a, e) E p 1 H, V ~1 H,. 1 
We now show that under suitable hypotheses an intrinsic characterization 
of the above property is provided by the following property, which we 
introduce first for individual idempotents. 
Let e E E. We say that S satisfies (A) for e if for any f E E, f < e, such 
that eSe ~7 Jf is completely simple, fafuf for all aRe (a denoting the least 
group congruence on eSe n Jf>; S satisfies (A) if it satisfies (A) for all e E E. 
Various alternative formulations and specializations will be discussed at 
the end of this section. We note, however, that when eSe n Jf is completely 
simple, fafzf for all &Ye. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S be completely semisimple, e E E, and suppose 
p b p ( H, is a morphism. Then S satisJes (A) for e. 
ProoJ Suppose eSe n Jf is completely simple, f E E, f < e, and let He. 
Consider the congruence /3 = (e, f )* generated by the pair (e, f). By the 
previous proposition e/?a, whence f = feflfajI There is therefore a sequence 
f= ~~+x,-‘..-+x,,=faf 
with each xi E fS’ without loss of generality, and each (x-, , xi) has the 
form df(sieti)f, f (sifti) f) or (f (sifli)f, f (sieti) f) for some si, ti E S i. Let 
i > 1 and suppose xi- IRf and xipl~f. If xi-i = f (sieti)f = (fsie) e(etif) 
then fsie and et,f belong to eSe n Jf. By complete simplicity, fR@ie) 
f (et, f) = xi. If g and h denote the identities ofthe subgroups containing fSie 
and et, f respectively (so g and h E E(eSe n Jf)), then foxi- 1 = dfsie)(etif) = 
(fsie) gh(etif) 0 (fsie)f(etif) =x;. If, on the other hand, xi-r = f (si fti) f a 
similar result is obtained. Thus by induction fox, = faf, as required. I 
To prove a converse to Lemma 2.4 an additional hypothesis (t), clearly 
relevant to (A), is required: we say that S satisfies (t) if wheneuer e, f E E, 
e > L and epf for some p E A, then epg for some g < f such that eSe n J, is 
completely simple. 
Clearly any completely regular semigroup satisfies (t). 
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LEMMA 2.5. A regular semigroup S satisfying min, satisfies (t). 
Proof Suppose e, f E E, e > f, and epf for some p GA. Choose g 
minimally in E so that epg, and suppose eSe n J, is not completely simple, 
so that for some h E E(eSe n J,), Jgh < .I,. Now by the results of Section 1, 
S is hypersemisimple and so eph by Lemma 1.8. Thus gpgh and, from 
Corollary 1.6, gpk for some k E E, k < g, contradicting the minimality 
ofg. I 
Examples may be constructed of regular group-bound semigroups which 
do not satisfy (t). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let S be a hypersemisimple semigroup with (t) and iet 
e E E. If S satisfies (A) for e then the map p i--t p j H, is a morphism. 
Proof Suppose f E E, f < e and epf for some p EA. By Proposition 2.3 
it is sufficient to show H, c ep. So let aXe. Now from (q) we obtain an 
idempotent g < f such that epg and eSe n J8 is completely simple, whence by 
(A) gagog. From Lemma 1.7, however, eph for ail h E E(eSe n J,), so that 
pleSe fl J, is a group congruence, and thus contains CT. So gagpgpe. But 
a = eat p gagpe, as required. # 
To complete the proof of the following theorem summarizing, in the most 
interesting cases, the above results, we show that given a maximal subgroup 
H, of a completely semisimple semigroup S, any congruence p on H, extends 
to a congruence on S. We may first extend p to the congruence p on eSe 
whose classes are those of p together with the ideal eSe\H, of eSe. By 
Proposition 1.3 p may be extended to a congruence on S. 
We have therefore proven 
THEOREM 2.7. Let S be a regular semigroup which either has min, or is 
completely regular. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) the map P c-, @& {PI&. . e E E )) is an isomorphism of A upon a 
subdirect product of the lattices A/6’ and A(H,j, e E E, 
(b) each map p t, p 1 H, is a morphism, 
(c) S satisfies (A). m 
We now use the theorem to study lattice-theoretic properties of A. Note 
first hat, of course, A(H,) is isomorphic to the lattice of normal subgroups 
of H,, which is modular. Thus, given (A), A is isomorphic with a subdirect 
product of A/B together with a certain modular lattice. Hence if A/@ is M- 
symmetric, semimodular or modular then A has the same property, and if 
A/6’ is distributive and each A(H,) is distributive, so is A. 
Rather remarkably, semimodularity (the weakest of those properties) 
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implies (A), leading to the following characterizations. (The reader is referred 
to Section 1 for lattice-theoretic definitions and properties). 
THEOREM 2.8. Let S be a regular semigroup. If S is hypersemisimple 
and A is semimodular then S satisfies (A). 
Hence if, further, S has min, or is completely regular, then A is 
semimodular, M-symmetric, modular (or distributive) tf and only tf S 
satisfies (A) and A/B is semimodular, M-symmetric, moduiar (or distributive, 
and the lattice of normal subgroups of each maximal subgroup is 
distributive) r spectively. 
Proof: The final statement follows from the comments preceding the 
theorem, from Proposition 1.9 (in conjunction with Result 1.1) and from 
Corollary 1.10 and Proposition 1.8. 
To prove the first statement, suppose A is semimodular and let e, f E E, 
f < e, with eSe n Jf completely simple. Note that A(eSe) is also 
semimodular, by Propositions 1.9 and 1.3. So is A(eSe/K), where K is the 
ideal (X E eSe: J,,s Jf} of eSe, since A (eSe)/K z [pK, 01, an interval of 
A(eSe)). Clearly S satisfies (A) for e if and only if eSe/K does, so without 
loss of generality we may assume S is a monoid with identity e, and with 
J= Jf its unique O-minimal Y-class; then J is a completely simple 
subsemigroup of S. 
Suppose epf for some p EA. By Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 it is 
sufficient to show H, G ep. Now p is in fact a group congruence on the 
subsemigroup S” = S\O of S, for if h E E(S*) then by [8, Theorem 11, 
h > g for some g E E(J) and, using Lemma 1.7, epg, so eph. Denote by I the 
ideal S\H,. Then S/@ f7pPr) is a semilattice of two groups H,- and H7 
(possibly ith zero adjoined), where we put f = x@ n pr) for all x E S. But 
A(S/@ np,)) is again semimodular (as above). By Theorem 3.5 of [4] 
(where “semimodularity” actually means double covering, in our 
terminology), the linking morphism x ++ fx, x E H,-, is constant. Thus for 
any aZ’e,rE=f, that is, fapf: Since epf and apfa, epa as required. 1 
It is easily seen that “semimodularity” may be replaced by “double 
covering” in the statement of the theorem. 
We conclude the section with some reformulations and specializations of
(A). First we remark that the least group congruence u on a completely 
simple semigroup T is easily described. (When T is written as a Rees matrix 
semigroup, see [ 1, Section 3.41). If f is an idempotent of T then fu n Hf is 
the normal subgroup of Hf generated by (E)n Hf, where (E) is the 
subsemigroup of T generated by E. Thus an orthodox semigroup S satisfies 
(A) for e if whenever f < e, f E E, is such that eSe n Jf is completely simple, 
faf = f for all &Ye, (for in the orthodox case, (E(eSe n Jf>) = E(eSe n Jf>). 
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On the other hand, suppose S is pseudo-inoerse (sometimes called “localiy 
inverse”), that is, for each e E E, eSe is inverse. Then eSe nJf is compIetely 
simple if and only if it is a group, equivalently iff is the unique idempotent 
in Jf which is less than e. In that case faf =fa and of course 
@@Se) n Jfi = { f 1, so (A) specializes to (A’): 
for any e, f in E, f < e, such that eSe n J/. is a group, fa = f for 
all tie. 
The hypothesis that eSe n Jf be a group has an interesting alternative 
formulation. Consider the quotient of eSe modulo the ideal {x E eSe: 
J, 2 Jf) (as in the proof of the last theorem). This inverse semigroup is an 
ideal extension of the O-group HfU {O) and has identity e. Thus the 
extension is a retract extension [ 19; Theorem 111.4.71 (sometimes called an 
extension determined by a partial morphism). The requirement that fa = f for 
all &Fe therefore says that the retraction (or partial morphism) is constant 
on He. 
3. INVERSE SE~~IGROUPS 
We now turn to the lattice of B-classes itself, with regard, in view of 
Theorem 2.8, to its semimodularity and like properties. In view of Hall’s 
result [9] that for any semilattice E, rl =/1/Q is semimodular, whilst for 
bands in general this need not be so, we may expect more definitive results 
for inverse semigroups. Indeed this is the case: we show, for instance, that if 
S is hypersemisimple and inverse then A/l3 is always M-symmetric, a strong 
generalization of Hall’s theorem. A further reason why the lattices of 8- 
classes of inverse semigroups are amenable is the following well-known 
result. 
RESULT 3.1. Let S be an inverse semigroup and p, r E /i. If e,fE E 
then (e, f) E Cp V r) ]E if and only if there is a sequence 
e=e,+e,-t..--+e,=f 
of idempotents of S with each (e,-, ei) E p U ‘T. 
A general preliminary lemma, whose proof is straightforward is also 
required. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S be a regular semigroup and p EA. Then A(S/p)/B z 
[PO, me]. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a hypersemisimple inverse semigroup. Then A/O 
is M-symmetric. 
ProoJ Let p, r E A be such that p&M? in A/e. We must show t8MpO. 
Now each of these statements is true in A/O if and only if it is true in the 
interval [PO A zl?, fd] of A/S ( see Lemma 1.4 of [ 171). By Lemma 3.2, this 
interval is isomorphic with A(S/(p n z))/B an smce S is hypersemisimple so d . 
is S/@ n r). We may therefore assume, without loss of generality, that 
p0 n t6 = z8 (the zero of A/6’). 
By assumption, then, for all a E A such that ar0 E r0 we have 
((o VP) f? r) 19 = (0~0 V ~0) n r0 = a& and we must show, similarly, that for 
all j3 E A such that /%? s pB we have ((j? V Z) np) 19 = /30. In fact it is 
sufficient to show (@ V r) n p)/E c pi E, the reverse inclusion being clear. 
So let (e,f) E (j3 V z) np, e,fE E. Without loss of generality e > J By 
Result 3.1, there is a sequence 
e=e,-ie,+..--+e,=f 
of idempotents ei with each (e,- i, ei) E p U 7. Since e > f we may suppose 
each e, < e. Let us assume, as an inductive hypothesis, that any pair of 
comparable p-related idempotents connected by a shorter such sequence are 
P-related, and suppose (e,f) 6Z /?. Clearly, then, each e, < e. In that case 
(e,- i, f) @ /I, for otherwise e,- lpf (since j3B C_ p6) and e, _ i and e are 
connected by a shorter sequence, yielding epe,, _&‘f: So e, _ i rf and, similarly, 
ezei. Now n > 2, for otherwise ezf and since pkJ n ~0 = 10, e =f, a con- 
tradiction. 
Let o be the congruence on S generated by those pairs (e,-,, ei) in r, 
i > 2. Then a c 7, so atJ G SO. Moreover, a G pL, where L is the ideal 
generated by {e, ,..., e }. Since e 6Z L, (e, e,) sf a. But (e, e,) E 
((a V p) n z)l E = a 1 E, yielding a contradiction once more. Hence epf and 
the proof is completed by induction. B 
Since any semilattice is hypersemisimple and M-symmetry implies 
semimodularity, the theorem generalizes Hall’s theorem [9]. 
To show that the theorem is false for inverse semigroups in general, let C 
be a congruence-free inverse semigroup which is not a group, $: C + D an 
isomorphism and S = C u D, with linking morphism 4. It is easily verified 
that A is then the live-element non-modular lattice, which is not M- 
symmetric. 
Using Lemma 3.2 this also shows that the theorem is false for completely 
semisimple inverse semigroups, in particular for free inverse semigroups. 
(From the description given in [3], of A(I1), where I, is the free monogenic 
inverse semigroup, it is apparent that A([,)/0 is M-symmetric, however). 
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Combining Theorems 2.8 and 3.3 with the final comments of Section 2 
yields the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let S be an inverse semigroup which satisfies min, or is 
a semilatice ofgroups. The folioowing are equivalent. 
(a) A is Msymmetric, 
(b) A is semimodular, 
(c) S satisfies (A’). 
By the remark following Theorem 2.8, each of these is equivalent to 
double covering in A. 
The property (A ‘) is very readily tested given meagre knowledge of 
Green’s relations on S. Clearly, for instance, the congruence lattice of an> 
finite combinatorial inverse semigroup is Msymmetric. On the other hand a 
finite E-unitary inverse semigroup S (where ea = e, e2 = e, implies a E E) 
has A semimodular if and only if it is an ideal extension of a group by a 
combinatorial inverse semigroup. 
We now investigate the modularity and distributivity ofA/9. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let S be a hJ)persemisimpie inverse semigroup. The 
following are equivalent: 
(a) A/6 is distributive, 
(b) A/@ is modular, 
(c) for ail e, x g E E with e > f, e > g and f and g incomparable: 
(e,f) E (6 s>*. 
Further, if S satisJies min, or is a semilattice ofgroups each of these is 
equivalent to 
(B): for any e, f in E, f < e, such that eSe cTJ,~ is a group, f is 
comparable with every idempotent of S less than e. 
ProoJ: Clearly (a) implies (b). Now suppose A/O is modular and e,,f, g
in E are such that e > f, e > g and f and g are incomparable. Let I be the 
ideal Sfi, put (r = (e, f )* and p = (e, g)*. Since A/S is modular, so is its 
dual, so that cd&fp,B in the dual of A/6. Thus for all y E A such that 
P,B c ye, 
(1Jn(crVp,))B=yBn(aBVp,B)=(yBna8)Vp,B=((ynrx)Vp,)8. 
In particular, putting y = /? V pl, 
Co v PA n (a V P,) @ (Co V P,) n 4 V pI. 
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Now g = eg u fg and since f and fg E I, 
Hence (e, g) E ((/I V p,) n a) V pl. But e & 1, so using Result 1.4 we have 
(e, x) E (8 V pl) n a for some x E I; and using the same result e,@ for some 
4’ E 1, without loss of generality E E. Now J,, < Jf, so f > k for some 
k E En J,,. By Lemma 1.7, e/lk, whence epf, that is (e, f) E (e, g)*. 
To prove (c) implies (a), let a, /I, y E A. Clearly 
(a V PI n Y 2 (a n Y) V do f-7 19, 
so 
((a vPI n Y) 0 > ((a nY) V CB n Y)> 0 in fV. 
To prove the reverse inequality, let (e, f) E (a V /3) n y, e, f E E, without 
loss of generality e > J Then there is a sequence 
e=e,-+e,+...-+e,=f 
of idempotents e, of S, where without loss of generality each e, < e, with 
each (e,-,,ei)EaUp. If n=l then (e,f)E(any)u(,dny). If n>l 
suppose that any pair of idempotents belonging to (u V p) n y and connected 
by a shorter sequence belongs to (a n y) V (,8 n y). If e, < for if e, and f are 
incomparable then (e, f) E (e, ei)* E a Up, and so using (c), (e, f) E 
(o UP) n y. Otherwise f < e, < e, so (e, e,) E y. In that case (e,, f) E 
(a V /3) n y and e, and f are connected by a shorter sequence, so (e,, f) E 
@WV CanY), whence (e,f)E (~nW(pny). 
Hence A/t9 is distributive. 
Before proving (c) implies (B) the following preliminary lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let S be an inverse semigroup and e, f E E, e > J such 
that eSenJfis a group. If sES and ses-‘>f then sfs.‘=J: 
Proo$ If ses-’ > f then SF’ >f, whence s(s-‘fs)s-’ =f, so s-‘fs??jI 
Now s((s-Ifs) e s-l = f(ses-‘) =f, so (s-‘fs) e = s-‘fs, that is, 
s -Ifs E eSe. Since eSe n Jf is a group, s - ‘fs = f and f = sfs -‘. 1 
The proof that (c) implies (B) will be valid in any completely semisimple 
inverse semigroup. Let e, f E E, e > f, with eSe n Jf a group. Suppose there 
is an idempotent g of S, g < e, which is incomparable withJ: By (c), (e, g) E 
(e,f )*, so df g) E (e, f)*. There is therefore a sequence 
f =x0+x1+ .*. 4x,= g 
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of elements of S with each (xi- ,, xi) of the form (s+,, siBi) or (s,ft;, sieti) 
for some si, ti E S’. By replacing each xi by e, = xix;’ we may assume each 
(e,- r ) ei) has the form (s,es;‘, sJi;‘) or (sJY,:~, s,es;‘). Choose such a 
sequence of minimum length 11. 
If (f, e,)= (sres;‘,s,fs;‘) then by the lemma e, =h contradicting 
minimality. Thus (f, e,) = (sJs;‘, sres;‘), whence e, > f, (so eI # g). Since 
S is completely semisimple, Je, > J,, so e, # s,jr;‘. Thus (e,, e?) = 
( s+s;‘, sJs;*). But another application of the lemma then gives ez =f, 
again contradicting minimality. 
Thus every idempotent g of S, g < e, is comparable withJ 
Finally suppose S satisfies min, or is a semilattice of groups, so that S 
satisfies (j) (Lemma 2.5). Let e, f, g E E, e > 1; e > g, with f and g incom- 
parable. By (t), (e, h) E (e, g)* f or some h E E, h < g, such that eSe n J, is 
a group. From (B) it follows that f and h are comparable. Since f and g are 
incomparable, f 4 ht so (e >)f > h and thus (e, f) E (e, g)“. Hence S 
satisfies c). 5 
Combining Theorems 3.5 and 2.8 yields 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let S be an inverse semigroup which satisfies min, or 
is a semilattice ofgroups. Then A is modular [distributive] if and o&y if S 
satisJies (A’) and (B) [and the lattice ofnormal subgroups of each maximai 
subgroup is distributive]. 
A surprisingly large class of inverse semigroups therefore has modular 
congruence lattices, for it is easily arranged that (A’) and (B) are satisfied 
vacuously, for example when the semigroup has a zero, no other Y-class is 
a group and whenever J, > Jf, e is greater than every idempotent of J,,-. 
However A(Ir) (see earlier) is semimodular [3] although I, satisfies (A’) 
and (B) vacuously, so the corollary does not extend to completely 
semisimple inverse semigroups in general. 
In [ 151 the modularity of congruence lattices of arbitrary E-unitary 
inverse semigroups is studied by means of a different decomposition. The 
reader is referred there for further details. 
When specialized to semilattices, the property (B) becomes simply the 
property that no two incomparable idempotents have a common upper 
bound, that is? the semilattice is a tree. This result was first obtained by 
Papert [IS] and Dean and Oehmke [2]. 
4. DECOMPOSITIONS OF A/f9 
The results of this section are somewhat analogous to results (2.1 j(2.3). 
We begin with a general lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let S be a regular semigroup and p, z EA. Then p( E G rlE 
tf and only tffor all e, f E E, 
(i) epf and e > f imply erf, and 
(ii) epf and e9f imply ezf, and dually. 
Proof Necessity is clear. Conversely, suppose (i) and (ii) are satisfied, 
and let (e, f) E pi E. Let h E S(e, f) (=Jv(ef) e), so h E E, ef = ehf and 
h E fSe n E. Then h = jhe pehf = ef pe. Now since R ,, < R,, hf E E, hf < f 
and hfpf, so by (i), hf$ But hf9h and hfph, so by (ii), hfih and fth. 
Dualizing, we obtain erh, so (e, f) E r/E. 1 
To specialize this to semigroups satisfying (t) we introduce the following 
terminology. Given two s-related idempotents e and f in a completely 
semisimple semigroup we say that e and f are left similar, written L, -L,, if 
for any xYe, the Z-classes H, and Hxf (where xf E R, n L,) are either both 
groups or both null, that is, x is idempotent if and only if .xf is. 
For each e E E put RS(e) = lJ {Hf: L, .- Lf}, a right group contained in 
R,, and RE(e) = E n RS(e), a right zero semigroup. 
The concept of right similarity is defined dually: LS(e) = U {H,: R, -R,} 
is a left group contained in L,, and LE(e) = L(S) n E is a left zero 
semigroup. 
Of course if S is completely regular RS(e) = R, and LS(e) = L,; and if S 
is inverse, RS(e) = LS(e) = H,. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be a regular semigroup which either satisfies 
min, or is completely regular and let p, z E A. Then p/E = z/E I$ and only if 
(i) p 1 E(eSe) = z j E(eSe), and 
(ii) pIRE(e) = TIRE(e) and pJLE(e) = TILE(e), for all e E E. 
Proof If S is completely regular this is merely a restatement of the 
previous lemma. On the other hand, suppose S has min,. Necessity is again 
clear. Conversely, let p, t E d, satisfying (i) and (ii), and suppose (e, f) E p. 
Suppose e > J then (e, f) E p IE(eSe) = r I E(eSe) c t. If eS’f we may choose 
g E E minimally so that g < e and gpe. As above, gre. Also gfE E and g/X3?J 
where & < f and gfpf, so that gf?f similarly. 
Suppose H, is a group but H,,,, is null, for some xPg. Then x = xgpxgf, 
so ~~p(xgf)~, where xzSg but JcXpf)2 < J,. Then gpy for some y E S, JY < J,, 
whence by Corollary 1.6 gph for some h E E, h < g, contradicting the choice 
of g. If H, is null and HxCgfj is a group for some xPg a similar contradiction 
is obtained. Hence gf E RE(g), so by (ii) grgf, giving erf. The result now 
follows from duality and the previous lemma. 1 
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Under the hypotheses of the corollary there is, therefore, a one-one map 
pet-t ({@IeSe)& eEE}, {(plRS(e))B: eEE}, {@iIS(e eEE\) 
of A into the direct product of the lattices d(eSe)/B, n(RS(e)),%J and 
/i (LS(e))/B, e E E. Each (complete) morphism p t-+ p ] eSe of A upon II (eSe) 
(Proposition 1.3) clearly induces the (complete) morphism pB v @ 1 eSe) 9 of 
A/O upon A(eSe)/B. We now find necessary and sufficient conditions, like 
those of Proposition 2.3, in order that the map pBb @]&S(e)) 8 be a 
morphism. In fact the proof is so similar to that of Proposition 2.3 that we 
omit it. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let S be a completely semisimple semigroup and 
e E E. The map p0 k-+ @ 1 RS(e)) 8 is a morphism if and only if RE(e) E ep 
for all p E A such that epf for some f c e. 
The proposition therefore yields necessary and sufficient conditions in 
order that the decomposition above be subdirect-into a subdirect product of 
the lattice n(eSe}/e and sublattices of the lattices Il(RS(e))/B and 
A&S(e))/@, e E E. In general, however, the maps p@ t-+ @] RS(e))/B and 
their duals will not be surjective (see, for example, Example 5.6 of [ 141 j. 
Since RS(e) is a right group it is clear that A(RS(e))/B z I1(RE(e)), under 
the isomorphism pB I-+ plRE(e); and since RE(e) is a right zero semigroup 
/1 (RE(e)) z L!(RE(e)), the lattice of partitions (or of equivalences) on RE(e), 
which is M-symmetric ([ 61). H owever, since any lattice can be embedded in 
the lattice of partitions of some set then unless the corresponding subdirect 
factor is the whole of A(RS(e))/B no information can in general be obtained. 
A further bar to progress in the general case is that we may know Iittle 
more about the lattices of Q-classes of the subsemigroups eSe then we do 
about A/6’ itself. 
5. PSEUDO-INVERSE SEMIGROUPS 
For pseudo-inverse semigroups each of the above problems may be 
resolved-each eSe is inverse so that we may apply the results of Section 3, 
and as we now show, each map pB b @j RS(e)) 0 is surjective. As remarked 
above, we may replace each A(RS(e))/e by A(RE(e)); we will therefore 
actually consider from now on the maps pB t+ p 1 RE(e), e E E (and dually). 
The following result, due to T. E. Hall and the author, is crucial. (The 
example cited at the end of the previous section shows it does not extend to 
regular semigroups in general.) 
RESULT 5.1 [ 15, Proposition 10.41. Let S be a pseudo-inverse 
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semigroup and I an ideal of S. Any congruence on I extends to a congruence 
on S. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let S be a completely semisimple pseudo-inverse semigroup. 
For each e E E the maps pe H p 1 RE(e) and p0 tt p ILE(e) are surjective. 
Proof. Let e E E and z E A(RE(e)). It is routinely verified, using the 
complete O-simplicity of the principal factor associated with J,, that x(“, 
defined below, is a congruence on SJ,S extending 7~: let (x, y) E 76’) if 
(i) X, y E SJ, S\Je, or 
(ii) s, y E J, and XRJJ, or 
(iii) x9~, ,Y E L,, y E L,, fng. 
Now rc(‘) extends to a congruence rc(‘) on S, by the previous result, so 
7~~‘) / RE(e) = 71 and the map pt3 i--, p 1 RE(e) is surjective. That p0 t+ p 1 LE(e) 
is surjective follows dually. 1 
We now introduce a property similar to (A) (or more precisely (A’)). Let 
e E E. We say S satisfies (C) for e iffor an]lf E E, f < e, such that eSe n Jf 
is a group, fg = f for all g E RE(e) and gf = f for all g E LE(e); S satisfies 
(C) if it satisfies (C) for each e E E. Note that inverse semigroups satisfy (C) 
trivially. 
The proof of the following theorem, analogous to Theorem 2.7, is so 
similar to the proof of that theorem that it is also omitted. We first remark 
that the completely regular pseudo-inverse semigroups are precisely the 
normal bands of groups (equivalently, strong semilattices of completely 
simple semigroups). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let S be a pseudo-inverse semigroup which either 
satisfies min, or is a normal band of groups. The following are equivalent: 
(a) the map 
p6t, ({@leSe) 19: e E E}, {p/RI?(e): e E E}, {plLS(e): e E E}) 
is an isomorphism of A/O upon a subdirect product of the lattices A(eSe)/B, 
A(RE(e)) and A(LE(e)), e E E, 
(b) each map pet-+ p IRE(e) and p8 t--+plLE(e), e E E, is a morphism, 
(c) S satisfies (C). 
Now given (C), /i/B is isomorphic with a subdirect product of M- 
symmetric lattices (using Theorem 3.3 and the comments at the conclusion 
of Section 4) and is therefore itself M-symmetric. In direct analogy with the 
result of Section 1, we now show that semimodularity implies (C). 
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THEOREM 5.4. Let S be a pseudo-inverse semigroup. If S is hyper- 
semisimple and A/e is semimodular then S satisfies (C). Hence if, further, S 
has min, or is a normal band of groups then M-symmetry and 
semimodularity of A/8 are equivalent, and each is equivalent to (C). 
ProoJ Only the first statement remains to be proved. So suppose A/e is 
semimodular and let e, f E E, f < e, with eSe n J, a group. By Result 5.1, 
n(SJ,S) is isomorphic with an ideal of A (under the monomorphism 
pi--t pU I~), and so A(SJ,S)/B is isomorphic with an ideal of A/B and is 
therefore also semimodular. By also factoring out the ideal {x E S: J, 2 J,.j 
we may assume, without loss of generality, that J, is the greatest Y-c!ass of 
S and Jp. is the least non-zero Y-class of S. 
Suppose epf for some p EA. By Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 4.3 it is 
sufficient to show RE(e) c ep (the dual result following similarly). Denote by 
I the ideal S\Je, and let J be a .Y-class of S such that J, > J>Jj. By [S: 
Theorem 11, e > h for some h E E(J), and h > k for some h E E(Ji). SinceS 
is the unique idempotent in J, less than e, (eSe n Jf being a group), e > h > S 
and so (ir, k) E p. Now observe that if g E RE(e) thenfg.%‘jand g&g. Thus if 
xp0 for some .xYf, so that Jf~ Op, epg, as required. So from now on we 
assume that pj(J,U (0)) is O-restricted. Let T=S/@np,>=J,UJ+ iOil 
where we put .V = x@ n p,) for all x E S. Again, A(T) is semimodular. 
Clearly e > f Moreover if e > EXA h E E(T), then h= P&E?, that is, hpehe. 
Thus hpfhf: By assumption j?rf # 0, so jhfzf and hpf, that is h = r Hence ~5 
is again greater than a unique idempotent of Jr, and the same is therefore 
true for each idempotent of J,-. 
Put L = r (= JTU {O}). By [ 19, Theorem 111.4.71, T is a retract extension 
of L, determined by a retraction v/ of T upon L; if 6 is a nonzero idempotent 
of T then &I is the unique nonzero idempotent of k less than or equal to 6. 
that is, h; = c where E is the unique idempotent in Jf less than or equal to h. 
Denote by 11 the congruence vy/-’ on T. Clearly q n pr. = 1, and since ?v = 
,r=fw, (C>,f)* ~11. Now if hEE(J,-) then (h.k)* E (F,f)* for some 
k E E(L), so (h, hw) E (P,f)*. Thus for any 0-e; with inverse x’, 
(x, (XX’) ly 9 x) E (e, f)*, that is, (x, xv) E (F,T)** Hence 17 = (FVf)*a By 
Zorn’s lemma there is a congruence y on T, maximal such that y c q and 
(F, 7) @ 1’. Thus q > y in A(T) and, since ye # 118, ~6 > 16’ in A(T),/@ 
Note that y E YT. Thus, using Result 1.4, y V pL = y UpL, so that 
(Y v P,> u ~7 = Y. BY 
mv~d v w=~e. 
semimodularity of A COP, wp,w< 
Let g E RE(e). Since p n pr is trivial on J,, g E ICE(Z)). Let x be the 
congruence on the right zero semigroup RE(C) which identifies t? and 2. 
Define rr(l) as in the proof of Lemma 5.2: since T= TJ,-T, n”’ is a 
congruence on T extending rt and containing pL. Further, xi’) C Y and so 
}’ v 7-b’) G 2-. Since, therefore, (y V pL) 6 E (y V dl’) 8 c d, we ObtaiEa 
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(y V pL) 19 = (y V no)) B and in particular (F, g) E y V pL_. But y V-pL = 
yUpL, so dygand thusdyg, that is,Fv=&. But~~=fand&=Jg, so 
df, Jg) E p. Since epf and gpfg, we have epg, completing the proof. 1 
We remark that with rather more difficulty it may be shown that double 
covering in A/O may replace semimodularity in the statement of the theorem. 
Combining this theorem with Theorem 2.8 and the final comments of 
Section 2 yields the following generalization of Theorem 3.4. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let S be a pseudo-inverse semigroup which either 
satisfies min, or is a normal band of groups. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A is M-symmetric, 
(b) A is semimodular, 
(c) S satisfies (A‘) and (C). 
The conjunction of (A ‘) and (C) is clearly the following: for any e, f E E, 
e > f, such that eSe n J, is a group, fx = f for all x E RS(e) and sf = f for 
all x E LS(e). Thus for normal bands of groups (in which eSe f? J, is always 
a group), M-symmetry and semimodularity (and double covering) of A are 
equivalent to the constancy of every non-identical inking morphism. So 
Corollary 5.5 extends Theorem 3.5 of [4]. 
Finally we consider the modularity and distributivity of A/S and, 
therefore, of A (using Theorem 2.8). If S satisfies (C) then A/B is isomorphic 
with a subdirect product of the lattices A(eSe)/B, A(RE(e)) and A(LE(e)), 
e E E. Since eSe is inverse, modularity and distributivity of A(eSe)/B are 
equivalent, and equivalent to (B) on eSe (Theorem 3.5). Moreover S itself 
satisfies (B) if and only if each eSe satisfies (B). Further, RE(e) being a right 
zero semigroup, with A(RE(e)) 2 ZT(RE(e)) (see Section 4), A(RE(e)) is 
modular [distributive] if and only if IRE(e)1 < 3 [IRE(e)] < 21 ([6, 
Section IV.41.) 
This yields the following generalization of Corollary 3.7. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let S be a pseudo-inverse semigroup which either 
satis$?es min, or is a normal band of groups. Then A is modular 
[distributive] if and only if S satis$es (A’), (B) and (C) and S contains at 
most 3 [at most 2] right similar or left similar idempotents [and the lattice of
normal subgroups of each maximal subgroup is distributive]. 
When specialized to normal bands of groups, again, (B) amounts to 
requiring that the structure semilattice be a tree (using the final comments of 
Section 3). Thus we obtain, for instance, the characterization of normal 
bands with distributive congruence lattice found in [5, Theorem 61. 
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6. @MODULARBANDS OF GROUPS 
In this section we show the results of Spitznagel in [23] can be deduced 
from those in Section 2. 
A band of groups is a completely regular semigroup on which 3 is a 
congruence. A regular semigroup is called @modular [22] if the conditions 
p c r, p5r, p V 7c = r V rc and p n ?r= r n TC, where p, r, 7~ E A, together imply 
p = r. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) in the next theorem is the content of 
Theorems 3.14. and 3.15 of [22]. (F or a derivation from a general theory of 
“G-modularity” see Theorem 7.4 of [ 151) We will prove the remaining 
equivalences, thus deducing the main results of [23]: Proposition 3.1 and 
Theorem 4.9 (the equivalences (i) o (iii) and (i) e (iv) respectively). Xn 
Theorem 4.9 of [23] an alternative form of (A) derived at the end of 
Section 2 is used. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let S be a band of groups. The following are equivalent: 
(i) S is 5-modular, 
(ii) the map p w (@ V X)/Z, p na is an isomorphism (of A upon 
a subdirect product of A(S/Z) and [z,Z]), 
(iii) H, c ep f or all p E A such that epf for some f < e, 
(iv) S satisfies (A), 
(v) each map p t-+ p 1 H,, e E E, is a morphism. 
Proof: The equivalence of (iv) and (v) is immediate from Theorem 2.7 
and that of (iii) and (iv) from Proposition 2.3. 
Suppose S satisfies (ii). Then the map p i--t p n H is a morphism of A 
upon [1,X]. From Theorem 2.1 of [ 141 we deduce that in any completely 
regular semigroup each map r E+ t] H,, e E E, is a morphism of [I, Z] into 
A(H,), and so S satisfies (v). 
To show (v) implies (i), let p, r, x E A, such that p c r, ~55, p V r = T V ;I 
and pnx=rnlt. Let eEE. Then by (v) we have plH,nx(PI,= 
rlH,nnlH,, plH,VnjH,=rjHeV~lH, and p/H,cr/H,, whence by 
modularity of A(H,) we obtain p/H, = r( H,. That p = r now follows from 
Corollary 2.2. I 
The special cases Theorem 4.10 (for orthodox bands of groups) and 
Theorem 4.14 (for normal bands of groups) in [23] now are immediate from 
the concluding remarks of Section 2. 
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ADDENDUM 
As an application of the foregoing, we derive the characterization f finite 
inverse ,“perfect” semigroups with modular congruence lattice obtained by 
H. Hamilton and T. Tamura, as part of a paper (J. Austrul. Math. Sot. 
Ser. A 32 (1982), 114-128) which appeared after the submission of the 
present paper. 
A semigroup S is perfect if for each congruence p on S the product of two 
p classes is again a p class. In Theorem 1.11 of the cited paper the authors 
essentially proved that a finite inverse semigroup is perfect if and only if it is 
either (I) a chain of groups, with surjective structure mappings, or (II) an 
ideal extension of a Brandt semigroup by such a chain of groups, in such a 
way that each idempotent of the chain of groups is above every idempotent 
of the Brandt semigroup. 
It is clear, then, that for idempotents e > f of such a semigroup, eSe ~7 J, 
can be a group only when Jf is itself a group. Thus (see Theorem 3.5) (B) is 
always satisfied and /i/O is distributive; applying Theorem 2.8, it follows 
that semimodularity, M symmetry and modularity of/i are all equivalent to 
(A), that is, to (A’) (see the final paragraph of Section 2). From the remarks 
above? and the surjectivity of the structure mappings, it is immediate that 
(A’) is equivalent to the property that at most one group R class is 
nontrivial: this is Theorem 4.8 of the cited paper. 
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